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.1' FOREW3IUJ

The Manpower and Personnel Policy Research Group of the Army Research
Institute (ARI) performs research in the economics of manpower, personnel and training
issues of particular significance to the U.S. Army. Questions have recently arisen
regarding the ability of the Army to increase extension rates of the U.S. Army in Europe
in a cost-effective manner. This report was prepared as part of ARI's continual support

for the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.

The research presented in this report quantifies several of the economic and
noneconomic factors thought to affect European tour extension and contributes to the
ongoing theoretical and empirical discussion of military manpower modelling.

EDGAR M. JOHNSON
Technical Director
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f ARMY EUROPEAN TOUR EXTENSION - AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

EXEOJT IVE SUIMMARY

Requirement:

The US Army Research Institute conducts research on manpower, personnel, and
training issues of particular significance and interest to the US Army. Questions have
been raised about the Army's ability to increase extension rates of the U.S. Army in
Europe in a cost-effective way. The Army faces low rates of extensions because of
dissatisfaction with job or family life and increased costs of living in Europe. The

authors have examined some economic and noneconomic variables that affect extension
decisions which have a significant impact on the long-term readiness of an experienced
Army.

Procedure:

The authors use Pearson's correlation matrix, an exploratory factor analysis, and a
nonlinear logistic model to explain extensions in terms of economic and noneconomic
variables. These multivariate procedures represent a significant improvement over the .-

earlier research which employed bivariate techniques and were unable to incorporate all
of the variables in a simultaneous framework.

Findings:

The results reveal that voluntary tour extension probabilities can be increased
significantly by Improving job satisfaction and satisfaction with family life as well as the
payment of extension bonuses. Smaller lump sum bonuses appear preferable by the
sevicemen compared to higher amounts of monthly installment bonuses.

vii
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Utilization of Findings:

This research shows that voluntary extensions of servicemen in Europe can be
increased by increasing satisfaction with job and family life in general, and by initiating
a policy of lump sum extension bonuses in particular. It is cost-effective for the Army to
increase extension bonuses instead of incurring permanent change of station (PCS) costs.

viii
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~~~The decision of Army soldiers to extend their European tour of duty Is a voluntary"-.-"

. ,. ..1

• one and, hence, can be Influenced by economic and noneconomic factors - the former

consisting of direct monetary payments In the form of an extension bonus, the latter

including factors such as community life, perceptions of family well-being and happiness,

housing conditions, recreational facilities and travel opportunities. The amounts spent on

these economic and noneconomic Incentives can help reduce the costs of replacing ""

servicemen in Europe and provide for a more stable, experienced, and ready force.

In order to measure the Importance of both economic and noneconomic factors, a

survey of Army families was undertaken by the Army Research Institute. Over 1,000

, families stationed In 7 communities In Europe were surveyed In 1983. Questionnaires

were administered separately to a representative sample of servicemen and their spouses

(see Appendix A).

The studies by McCubin and Patterson (1983) and Ozkaptan, Sanders,and Holz

(1984) used these data to provide a wealth of Information on the quality of family life of

servicemen in Europe. These descriptive studies, however, are limiting because of their -

bivarlate nature. This research analyzes the simultaneous effect of variables In a

multivariate framework. Section II employs factor analysis to develop variables for use ,

In a multivarlate logistic model. The conceptual framework of the model is developed In

Section III to analyze the effect of these variables on the probability to extend. In
•.5,'.. ..

Section IV, the results from the logistic regression equations are summarized, while '',

conclusions and policy recommendations are presented In Section V.

*," ."

-* IL FACTOR ANALYSIS -"

The 1983 Family survey Included 475 behavioral variables for officers, enlisted

personnel, and their spouses. After adjusting the sample for missing values, however,

27 -P
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only about 100 observations for officers and 300 for enlisted servicemen remained. As a
I

result, factor analysis could not be performed directly because the number of variables

exceeded the number of observations (Bumb, 1982). In order to reduce the number of

variables, a Pearson product-moment correlation matrix (475 X 475) was computed

between the values of all variables. From this matrix, we selected all the variables with

a correlation coefficient of .13 (P < .0001) and above that were correlated with decisions

to extend the tour. There were 43 variables which, in turn, were used to perform factor

analyses separately for officers and enlisted personnel. Ten factors were specified for

extraction using the principal factors method with eigen values of one and above.

Factors were rotated to an orthogonal structure by the Varimax procedure. Five factors
0

composed of selected variable loadings (r > .3) were identified for each of the sets of

officer and the enlisted samples.

Results and Discussion

Officers. A description of the factors and the significant variables is shown in

Table 1. The first factor, JOB SATISFACTION, represents officers' assessments of the

quality of the military jobs they perform. In addition, it is defined by their expectations

of promotional prospects, and concern with leadership issues generally associated with

the military work role. Organizational studies on productivity have shown a consistent

relationship between satisfaction (generally measured as the sum of the influences of the

nature of the job itself, pay, promotional issues, and the nature of supervision) and job

turnover (Metzner and Mann, 1953; Lawler and Porter, 1967; Mirvis and Lawler, 1977).

Proctor, Lassiter and Soyars (1976) found that young naval officers who are satisfied with %",

the organization have a greater probability of making the career decision to remain with

their organization at an early decision point than do those who are not.

This factor is also defined by the spouses' overall satisfaction with the job situation

2

e%d • -. .*.
- . .1



TABLE I NIP

FACTOR STRUCTURE OF OFFICERS

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor S

Job General Satisfaction Travel Facilities

Satisfaction Wellbeing with Family
Environment

Job satisfaction .81 .11 -. 01 .14 -. 06 % '%
J.n %

Quality of leadership .74 .14 .14 -. 11 .01

Satisfaction with Wl

Army life .73 .34 .19 .14 .01

Quality of unit morale .67 .20 .25 .00 .1S

Expectations of job %

satisfaction .66 .25 .04 .23 -. 08

Chances of promotion .62 .04 .00 .09 .17

Spouse's perception of
military member's job
satisfaction .56 .04 .12 .07 -. 03

Spouse's happiness .47 .17 .41 .21 .26

How angry .01 .77 .14 .00 .15

How sad .01 .76 .03 .08 .13

How depressed .30 .74 .14 .12 .05" ..-

How relaxed .16 .74 .08 .09 .03

How much energy,

pop. vitality .41 .62 .16 .00 -.01

Spousal satisfaction
with family life .11 .11 .I .18 .35

Spousal perception:II

eCommunity gives me
secure feeling* .03 .07 .03 .03

%3
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TABLE t (Continued)

FACTOR STRUCTURE OF OFFICERS %
.

Factor I Factor 2 Factor I Factor 4 Factor S ,, -,

Job General Satisfaction Travel Facilities "
Satisfaction Welibeing with Family

Environment

Satisfaction with Army -
life (Je.e mission. rules) .34 -. 00 .52 -. 04 .18

Quality of marital
rolatiosship .12 .21 .48 .24 .29

Satisfaction with
family life .28 .36 .46 .34 .06 ,

Army net good for family .15 .29 .44 .02 .07 ** *

Spouse preception of
happiness .36 .03 .42 .15 .02

..ecreation programs .041 -. 12 .37 .04 .26

Ability to travel -. 00 -. 06 .04 .67 .15

Expectations of
chance to travel .20 .25 .15 .67 .10

Chance to eat out .04 .10 .15 .. 1

Commissary privilege .11 .06 .06 -. 09 .66

PX privilege .01 .14 .03 .06 .66

Military u"it -- 02 .05 .07 .35 .46

Spouse perception of - -
commissary privilege -. 01 -. 00 .27 .15 1.8J . .

Variance Explalned
by Each Factor 4.71 3.82 3.18 2.80 2.60 w-

• ",- -..

S. ... ,

~.,

4

% %
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in USAREUR. Dansky and Hightower (1984), investigating the relationship between

family variables, job-related satisfaction, and retention in the Air Force, found that

spousal identification with the military job is an important contribution to job-related ,

satisfaction of the military member. Szoc (1982) suggests that negative family attitudes

toward the military member's career have a negative impact on the member's career

intentions.

The second factor, GENERAL WELLBEINC, is a measure of officers' state of

psychological and physical health as indicated by how relaxed they are -- how angry, sad, -- '

or depres ed they have been. Similar indicators have been used in studies on stress and

coping to examine the causal link between interpersonal changes in people's lives and

their vulnerability to physical and emotional illnesses (Depuy, 1978; Fullerton, 1984; and

Carney, 1984). Exposure to changes such as (a) permanent change-of-station, (b)
A. -,.-

difficulties associated with living in a foreign country, and (c) the chronic strains related

to ongoing roles such as unit leader or spouse, may lead to symptoms of distress such as

anxiety and depression.

The third factor, SATISFACTION WITH FAMILY LIFE in U.S. Army, Europe,

(USAREUR), reflects both the officers' and spouses' satisfaction with their family life.

Family satisfaction appears to be defined primarily by spousal perceptions and feelings.

The spouses' feelings of satisfaction are explained by their sense of coherence -- the

extent to which they see family life as compatible with the Army mission. It has been

noted that a wife's attitude toward the military greatly influences the military member.

Schneider and Dachler (1978) and Dansby and Hightower (1983) show that these attitudes

V appear to influence military members' job satisfaction and performance, while LundC ,.4 .

(1978), Derr (1979), Orthner (1980), and Szoc (1982) note their effects on the decision of I"""

the military member to remain in the service. Wives and families, as suggested in

civilian studies on stress and coping, also provide support which can condition or buffer

-... . V.
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family members' responses to stress and subsequent health problems. Medalie and

Goldbourt (1976) found that men who experienced high levels of anxiety and who
.44

perceived their wives as unloving and unsupportive were about twice as likely to develop '.,.,d

chest pain as men who experienced anxiety but who reported that their wives were loving

and supportive. Mortimer (1979) found that a wife's support can increase job involvement

and reduce stress among professionals. Burk and Weir (1977) found a positive relationship

between marital satisfaction and alleviation of job-related stress.

-A
The FAMILY SATISFACTION factor is also defined by how confident the officer

feels that the way of life he has chosen for his family is a satisfactory lifestyle for ,-".'-

them. If an officer feels that the Army has provided his family with a positive

community and that the Army actually cares about his family, he may be more satisfied

with the familial aspects of his life in USAREUR.

The fourth factor, TRAVEL, reflects the desire to enjoy the social advantages of a

tour in USAREUR. This factor is defined primarily by the officer's desire to travel in

Europe. %

The fifth factor, FACILITIES, represents a concern with the commissary and PX i''

facilities in USAREUR. These are extremely important institutions to families living

overseas for two reasons. First, they provide Army families with an economical means

of obtaining food and clothing. Second, they provide American made products which help

families maintain a sense of continuity with their American way of life.

Enlisted Personnel. Factors and their significant variables for enlisted personnel -

* i  are shown in Table 2. The first factor, JOB-FAMILY LIFE SATISFACTION, is similar to

the JOB SATISFACTION factor for officers. Enlisted personnel are also concerned with

advancement, the quality of leadership and other issues that define job-related

satisfaction. Research on soldier retention in the U.S. Army has found a consistent

6

% %.
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kkvTABLE 2

FACTOR STRUCTURE OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Factor I Factor 2 Factor I Factor 4 Factor S
Ar. job-Family Enlisted Spousal Wellbeig Facilti

Fit Perception perception f

Cornmunity Community N

r. Support Supporti%
Satisfaction with
Army life .67 .19 .20 .34 .1 S

Expectations of
job satisfaction .65 .17 .26 .24 .17

P. Quality of leadership .63 .03 .0S .17 .09

job I like .62 .08 .22 .% -.00
"22 .11 -..0

L Quality of unit morale .5S .21 .20 .14 .14

Chances of promotion .49 .23 .17 .07 .01

.Community gives me
secure feeilng .39 .37 .21 -.01 .10

U.

Army takes care of family .34 .17 .05 .13 .19

Enjoy foreign country .16 .60 .06 .34 .14

Expectations of ... ,
chance to travel .12 .60 .03 .22 .16 't

Spouse's happiness .30 .57 .25 .15 .17 *

16Ability to travel .09 J55 .21 .23 .09

Eat out .13 .s .23 .0 .14 ',

Number of friends .05 .s0 .17 .00 .11

Satisfaction with family .37 .43 .29 .34 .13

COMMUnity not good
for children .29 .41 .17 .09 .21

% .

i %

%?.



TABLE 2 (Contihued)s. .

FACTOR STRUCTURE OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL

6-:
Factor I Factor 2 Factor I Factor 4 Factor S

Attend Rollgleu

Job-Family Enlisted Spousal Wellbeing Facilities
Fit P.rceptin PerceptionCommunity of Familyr'. ,

Support Satisfacion

Attend Religious ' "

Service .17 . .422 .0 .05
Q uality of m arital. -. -

relationship .26 .19 .18 .10
Spousal satisfaction

with family .24 .7 .4 1 t .10% 
%% spousal satisfaction

with Army life .32 .23 .64 .! 1 .10 .

Spousal perceptlon •

of happiness .22 .24 .60 .01 .08
%Spousal perception of ..

Job satisfaction .36 .10 .54 .14 .0-

'V.

S p o u sa l o p p o rtu n ityr % "" ".

to at out .10 .25 .47 .02 .14 ,

Spousal perception of .. -
recreation program .0S .11 .46 .09 .44,.%. -

Spousal ability to %. " ,
travel nw places .01 .24 .44 . 5 .16. '#.

Spousal per-caption:_"" l
'Com munity gives * J
me secure feolingt .10 .26 .42 .04 .06".'."

How depressed .29 .14 .0S .9.I11"'

N w $d .16 .24 .07 . 1.0 1

8 .

5,% *,. °,s%
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

FACTOR STRUCTURE OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Job-Family Enlisted Spousal Wellbeing Facilities
Fit Perception Perception

Community of Family
Support Satisfaction

How relaxed .23 .22 .07 .51 .13

How much energy,
pep, vitality .29 .14 -. 01 .46 .11

Commissary privilege .22 .18 .07 .11 .81

PX privilege .14 .22 .00 .14 .81

Spousal perception of
commissary privilege .12 .10 .36 .04 .53.-

Recreation programs o37 .24 .22 .04 .41

Variance Explained
by Each Factor (%) 4.11 3.74 3.46 2.84 2.66

M9

.- .

4%%

.- .

.,* ---
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relationship between reenlistment and job-related satisfaction variables. Holz and ,,

Schreiber (1977), looking at first-term enlistees, found that the military experience ,

4.

correlated to reenlistment intent. Bonnette and Worstine (1979), reporting on variables

related to reenlistment intent for soldiers in noncombat occupations, found that

satisfaction with work, pay, and allowances were significantly related to the intent to

reenlist. Motowidlo, Dunnette, and Rosse (1980) found that soldiers in Infantry MOSs see

less variety, less meaning, and fewer prospects for satisfaction in their work than do..,

soldiers in administration and supply MOS. The researchers report that these differences

in job-related attitudes/perceptions may explain the lower rates of intention to reenlist

among Infantry soldiers. However, this factor is also defined by the enlisted person's "

perceptions of the family-Army fit. This suggests that individuals' satisfaction with their -

job and the Army is influenced in some part by the perceptions of whether the family is

an integral part of Army life.

The second and third factors for enlisted personnel are COMMUNITY

OPPORTUNITIES/SUPPORT and SPOUSAL PERCEPTIONS OF FAMILY*SATISFACTION,

respectively. The former factor reflects the enlisted person's concern with the social -

community in USAR EUR and is defined primarily by perceptions of opportunities to enjoy .

Europe through travelling or dining out. This factor is also defined, in part, by concerns

for informal, emotional support that are provided by members of the community such as

friends and positive environment for children. Research on stress, coping and support -

networks have found that families without effective networks have greater incidence of

child abuse (Garbarino and Crouter, 1978; Garbarino and Sherman, 1981) and family

violence (Straus, Gelles, and Steinmetz, 1980). These findings are particularly important -"-

in light of the fact that civilian and military families experience a sense of loss,

depression, and loneliness after relocation (Ammons, Nelson, Wodarski, 1982; Bower,

10
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The third factor, SPOUSAL FAMILY SATISFACTION, Is defined primarily by e~
1967; McKain, 1973, 1976). ,.y-

enlisted spouses' satisfaction with family and Army life in USAREUR. Family and Army

life satisfaction are strongly related to the spouse's perception of the military member's

happiness and social opportunities such as travelling in Europe and eating out, in addition

to being a part of a community that offers recreational programs. As mentioned earlier,

spousal attitudes are very important because they impact greatly on the military

member's Job satisfaction and retention decisions.

Factor IV, WELL BEING, like their officer counterparts, represents the enlisted

person's physical-psychological state as indicated by how tense they are, or how

depressed, angry or sad they are. Unlike the GENERAL WELL BEING factor for officers,

this factor for the enlisted force also Includes whether the individual can drive in

USAREUR. Having a personal means of transportation may be essential for everyday

functioning among enlisted personnel as nearly 60 percent of this group live off post (24

percent in off-post military housing and 34 percent In economy housing). This is in sharp
".

contrast to only 23 percent of officers living off post (McCubbin and Peterson, 1983).

Factor V, FACILITIES, Is Identical to Factor II for the officer sample, with one

exception. Enlisted members are also concerned about recreational programs In

USAREUR. This may suggest that enlisted personnel may not have adequate formalized

N.programs for recreational activities. Institutional recreational facilities may be more

Important to enlisted personnel because they may not be able to take part In recreational

activities In Germany as readily as officers due to financial constraints.

In sum, the results of our exploratory factor analysis reveal that five factors come

out distinctly for both the groups of soldiers. Three of these factors - job satisfaction,

family satisfaction and general wellbeing - are common to both the groups. Travel Is a .. y-

significant factor for the officers but not for the enlisted personnel. Perceptions of ,'.'-'-

%-,7 °7_, -. _ * . ' , . " . .' . . . . , . . . . . . . , - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
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community support is an important factor for the enlisted servicemen but not for the

officers. It is important to examine whether these factors significantly explain the

extension decisions when they are combined with the others in a multiple regression

equation. The aforementioned factors, as well as other variables not included in the %

factors, are used as predictor variables in a logistic model specified below. We could not

separate the predictor variables on the bonuses from the criterion variables on the

decisions to extend because both of them were embedded in the same equations by the

manner in which the data were collected.

IlL THE LOGISTIC MODEL

The responses of servicemen to questions on their decisions to extend their tour if

they were paid extension bonuses are binary -- will extend or will not extend. Maddala

(1983) notes that an appropriate multivariate methodology to explain such a limited

predicted variable is the logistic distribution. Logistic (or logit) function is a cumulative

probability distribution that can be specified as:

(1) E(Y i = 1) ( - F( *PX)1 + e-''.

where

E = the probability to extend (Yi= 1) or not extend (Yi = 0)

e = the base of natural logarithm "-"

a = intercept parameter

X i = vector of characteristics of the individual

F coefficients for the X i

12
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Equation (1) can be represented by an S-shaped logistic distribution shown In Figure

1 where the cumulative probability to extend and the values of the characteristics X I are

shown on the vertical and horizontal axes, respectively. The Intercept of this equation

Indicates the probability to extend, In the case where the values of the characteristics

are zero. The slope of this cumulative distribution Is the change In the probability to
extend with respect to the values of the characteristics X I. This slope Is gradual in the

Initial phase, accelerates In the Intermediate phase, and Is gradual again In the final .

phase. Lakhanl (1979) has shown that the slope Is the maximum at the Inflexion point

where the probability to extend is .5. An Implication of this mathematical property Is

that a small change In the values of the characteristics can bring about a substantial

increase in the extension probability of the servicemen who are around this range. In

contrast to these Indecisive servicemen are the soldiers located at both the top and the

bottom of the curve who have almost decided to extend or not to extend and return to

the U.S., respectively. Hence, a substantial change in the value of the characteristics

will result in only small changes in their tour extension decisions.

The questionnaire asked the servicemen's 'plans' to extend If they were given the

alternative amounts of the proposed bonuses. While these plans Indicate merely the

Intentions of the servicemen to extend, there Is significant correlation (0.61) between

Intentions and actual reenlistments (Motowidlo and Lawton, 1984).

The values of positive responses to the alternative questions, 'would definitely'

extend or 'very likelyw to extend were used as a dummy predicted variable equal to one,

and their alternatives - 'definitely not' or 'might consider Itl - were assigned a value N

of zero. The characteristics Included the ten factors (five each for officers and enlisted

personnel) developed In Section II as well as four other predictor variables that were not

part of any one of the factors In the final rotated matrix. The first two of these

variables were for enlisted personnel, the third variable was for both enlisted and

.4 13
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officers, while the fourth variable was for officers only. These variables as well as the _

factors are shown in Table 3. The first variable was VOL, a dummy variable = 1 if a
serviceman volunteered to go to Europe, and = 0, otherwise. This variable was expected

to increase the probability to extend because it reflected a taste or preference for

serving in Europe. The second variable, SKI, was set = 1 if the spouse had the skill to .-

use the German postal (telegraph) system, and = 0, otherwise. This variable was

expected to increase the probability to extend because it indicated an adjustment to a

foreign (European) culture through enhanced communication. These two variables were

included in the enlisted equations only.

The third variable, UNIT, was assigned a value = 1 if the serviceman (officer or

enlisted) was assigned to a combat unit (combat arms and combat support), and - 0 if the

assignment was in a non-combat unit (combat service support or MACOM -- major-

command staff). This variable was expected to decrease the probability to extend

because of the perception of greater risk to life in a combat unit.

The fourth variable was AGE of the military member. This variable was grouped r .

into six classes -- 17-20, 21-25, 26-30, 31-40, 41-50 and over 50 years -- in ascending

order. This variable was also expected to decrease the probability to extend because of.-.

the increasing family responsibilities that come with age.

The responses to the variables included in the factors were registered on a Likert

scale which varied across questions. For example, the responses to the question on

'general wellbeing' varied from 1 to 10; for the sub-question, 'How concerned or worried -.

about your HEALTH have you been?,* the responses varied from 1 (not concerned at all) ,

to 10 (very concerned). For some other questions, the scale varied from 1 to 7. In order

to bring about comparability of these responses, we standardized the scale by converting

the response integers into 'z' scores (by subtracting the mean of a scale from the integer

and dividing the result by its standard deviation). The average "z" sco;,: value of the sum

15
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1 ABLE I

LIST Of PREDICTOR VARIABLES
(Relatienships wit% Probability to Extend are In Parentheses)

L Facters Used as Predicters

" ENFACI - Enlisted job-Family Life Satisfacuion (+)

" ENFAC2 -Commniety OppertunltleslSuppert (4)

" EN FAC3 -Spousal Pearceptlent of Family Satisfaction()

" ENFAC4 - Enlisted Wellbeing 4 (+)

" ENFACS - Enlisted Facilities()

" OFFACI - Officer job Satisfaction()

" OFFAC2 -Officer General Wellbeing (4)

" OFFAC3 - Officer Family Life Satisfaction (+)

*OFFAC4 - Officer Travel Opportunities (+)

*OFFACS - Officer Facilities (+)

II. Other Predictors

*VOL - Enlisted Volunteered to go to Europe (+)

*SKL - Enlisted Spouse's Ability to use German er Italian Post Office (+)

*AGE - Enlisted or Officer's Age(-

*UNIT - Officer Assignment to Cembat Unit H-

% 
.,

S.%
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of responses to the variables of a factor for an individual soldier was used as a predictor

variable in the logit equation.

Equation (1) was estimated separately for the two groups of respondents -- enlisted .--

personnel and officers. The observations for the equations were the responses of the

individuals regarding their decision to extend their current tours by twelve months, if

they were paid alternative amounts in extension bonuses. Six levels of extension bonuses

were specified. These included the existing bonus of $50 per month for twelve months

payable in the Space-Imbalanced (shortage) Military Occupational Specialties (SIMOS)

(Army Times, Jan. 30, 1984) plus five alternatives -- $100 and $200 per month each for a

period of 12 months (payable from the first month of the year of extension), and lump

sum payments of either $1000, $2000, or $3000 (payable at the end of the year of

extension). It is interesting to note that the proposed payment of the lump sum bonus at

the end of the tour eliminates the problem of recoupment of bonus payments from those

who fail to complete their obligations. The proposed incentives also included a 'space- -:

required' ticket to and from the continental U.S. or home of record with 30-days non-

chargeable leave. The existing plan includes either (a) 30 days of non-chargeable leave

or (b) 15 days leave and 'space-required' travel to and from the U.S. on a Military

Aircraft Command aircraft. Unfortunately, it was not possible to include the bonus as a

predictor variable. The questionnaire forced us to incorporate it within the extension

decision as a separate equation. The six bonus options and the two groups of respondents

(enlisted and officers) resulted in a set of 12 equations, which are discussed below.

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Officers. The results of the three logistic equations for the officers' responses to

the three lump sum bonus alternatives are presented in Table 4. The probability to

extend increases from .27 to .64 as the proposed lump sum bonus amounts are increased t

17
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TABLE 4

LOGISTIC REGRESSIONS FOR OFFICERS: LUMP SUM BONUSES
(Chi-Square Statistics are In Parentheses)

(N - 108)

Equation 1 Equation 2 Equation 3
Statistic Bonus = $1,000 Bonus = $2,000 Bonus = $3,000

Probability to Extend .27 .47 .64

R2  .38 .23 .19

Coefficients

Intercept -26.56" -11.15 -5.09
(11.54) (4.94) (1.16)

OFFACI .32 .14 .12*
(12.46) (6.38) (5.08)

OFFAC2 .08 .07 .08
(1.38) (1.65) (1.86)

OFFAC3 .04 .05 -.02
(.25) (.74) (.11)

OFFAC4 -.10 -.09 -.04
(1.22) (1.34) (.25)

OFFAC5 .05 -.01 -.00
(.22) (.00) (.00)

UNIT -.81 -1.03 -1.57,
(1.13) (2.65) (5.86)

Af, E -61 -. 66"* -. 990 '"'

(1.86) (3.30) (6.57)

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the .05 level.
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from $1,000 to $3,000. The present values of the nominal amounts of these bonuses to

the Army would be only $909, $1,818 and $2,727, respectively, at a 10 percent interest

rate. This is because these amounts are scheduled for payment at the end of the
%%

extension period of 12 months, in contrast to the monthly instalment bonuses which have

to be paid from the first month of extension. Compared to the estimated Permanent

Change of Station (PCS) costs of $22,686 for the family of each officer (President's

Private Sector Survey on Cost Control, 1984), these results suggest that all of these

amounts are cost effective.

All three equations have a good statistical fit; the R2 values are in the range from

.19 to .38 and their F ratios are statistically significant at the .01 or .05 level. The

intercept terms for all the three equations are negative, with two of them significant.

Officers' satisfaction with their jobs (OF FAC1) is positive and statistically significant in

all equations indicating that an increase in variables denoting JOB SATISFACTION will - "-

tend to increase extension. Although GENERAL WELLBEING and FAMILY LIFE

SATISFACTION are positive in accord with a priori expectation, their effects are W

statistically insignificant. UNIT is negative, as expected, in all three equations and

significant in equation 3. AGE is also negative in all equations anc-significant in
% % .-

equations 2 and 3. Officers who have been assigned to combat units and those who are

relatively older would need to be paid higher bonus amounts in order to reduce the -

disincentive for extending their European tours.

The results of the three logistic regrssions for the officers' responses to the

monthly installment bonus are reported in Table 5. The probability to extend increases .

from .16 to .55 as the monthly bonus amounts increase from $50 to $200. These

probabilities are considerably smaller than those for the lump sum bonus reported in ::".

Table 4. Officers, then, appear to prefer the lump sum bonus to a monthly installment.

2.V
All three equations have a good fit as their R2 values lie between .27 and .30.
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TABLE 5

LOGISTIC REGRESSIONS FOR OFFICERS: MONTHLY INSTALLMENT BONUSES
(Chi-Squate Statistics are in Parentheses)

(N -10) 103)

Equation 4 Equation 5 Equation 6

Statistic Bonus = $50 Bonus = $100 Bonus= $200

Probability to Extend .16 .23 .55 ,.,-.

R2 .27 .28 .30
*. .4..

Coefficients

Intercept -29.75* -19.46* -4.64
(9.63) (7.51) (.92)

OFFAC1 .24 .22 .12
(5.64) (7.66) (4.93)

OFFAC2 .09 .08 .13
(1.23) (1.28) (4.35)

OFFAC3 .13 .03 -. 02 , o
(1.53) (.19) (.10)

OFFAC4 -. 05 -. 08 -. 02
(.26) (.80) (.06)

OFFAC5 .03 .07 -. 11 ."..

(.04) (.25) (.94)

UNIT -1.16 -1.23 -1.88*
(1.42) (2.40) (7.37)

AGE -. 56 -. 95* -1.34"
8 (1.27) (4.44) (10.41)

*Slgnlficant at the .01 level.
**Signiflcant at the .05 level. ,
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OFFAC1 is positive, as expected, and again significant in all equations. Hence, .

I
JOB SATISFACTION continues to be a crucial determinant of an officer's decision to .-'-,

extend his European tour. The only other factor analysis variable that is positive and

significant is OFFAC2 in equation 6; an increase in GENERAL WELLBEING (physical and
I d

mental health of the officer) tends to increase the probability of tour extension. UNIT

and AGE continue to be negative in all (and significant in some) equations. These results ' I
imply that relatively higher bonus are required to induce both older officers and those in

combat units to extend their European tours.

Enlisted Personnel. The results for enlisted personnel follow the same general

pattern as that for officers. The probability to extend the European tour increases from

.23 to .66 as the lump sum bonus is raised from 51,000 to $3,000 (Table 6). As in the case .

of officers, the present values of these lump sum bonuses to the Army would be smaller

relative to the payment of equivalent amounts in monthly instalment amounts. The R2

statistics indicate that all equations have a good fit. Their intercept terms are negative

and significant.

These results for enlisted personnel show -- as they did for officers -- that bonuses _

are a cost-effective component of manning a ready force in Europe. The estimated PCS . -.

cost of an enlisted single soldier is $3,866 (President's Private Sector Survey on Cost

Control, 1984), still considerably larger than the maximum bonus of $3,000 discussed

here. Needless to add, the PCS cost for an enlisted family, for which we could not locate . ." .

any data, would be at least twice that of a single soldier so that such an amount ati''"

$7,732 would be considerably higher than the highest amount of proposed bonus of $3,000.

An enlisted person's satisfaction with job and family life contributes postively to

his/her decision to extend. ENFAC1 is postive, as expected, and signifcant in all three

equations. The remaining four factors are positive in nearly all equations (as expected)

21 .
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TABLE 6

LOGISTIC REGRESSIONS FOR ENLISTED: LUMP SUM BONUSES
(Chl--Square Statistics are In Parentheses)

(N - 282)

IS
Equation 7 Equation 8 Equation 9

Statistic Bonus = $1,000 Bonus : $2,000 Bonus = $3,000

Probability to Extend .23 .47 .66

R 2  .29 .27 .19

Coefficients .

Intercept -15.71 -13.88* -9.94.
(23.77) (28.82) (14.90)

%,

ENFACI .08* .05* .06
(7.58) (4.76) (5.92)

ENFAC2 .02 -. 003 -. 00
(.30) (.01) (.00)

ENFAC3 .05 .07 .03
(1.14) (4.25) (.98)

ENFAC4 -. 03 .01 .03
(1.47) (.22) (1.69) ""

ENFACS .06 .05 .00
(1.79) (1.77) (.01)

AGE -. 22 -. 31 -. 31
(1.72) (4.51) (4.42)

VO L .02 .22 .19
(.00) (.58) (.40)

SKL .81 .34 .31
(6.28) (1.62) (1.34)

*4-h

*Significant at the .01 level.
*Silnlficant at the .05 level.-
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but only one (ENFAC3 -- SPOUSE'S PERCEPTION OF FAMILY SATISFACTION) is

significant (equation 8).

As with officers, AGE is negative and generally significant, indicating that the

payment of a relatively higher bonus to the older, more experienced, servicemen could

induce them to extend their tours. SKL is positive, as expected, and significant in ..

equation 7, demonstrating the importance of communication to a spouse's adaptability to

a new environment. VOL is positive, as expected, but not statistically significant.

The statistical properties of the instalment bonus equations are also good and are

reported in Table 7. The extension probability increases to .09, .21, and .46 are the

results of proposed bonus increases of $50, $100, and $200 per month, respectively.

These probabilities are, however, considerably smaller than those for lump sum bonuses

shown in Table 6. Enlisted personnel, like their officer counterparts, prefer a lump sum

to a monthly installment bonus. JOB AND FAMILY LIFE SATISFACTION (ENFAC1) is

again positive and significant in all three equations. All other variables have the

expected signs. ENFAC2 and ENFAC3 -- enlisted PERCEPTIONS OF COMMUNITY

OPPORTUNITIES/SUPPORT and SPOUSES PERCEPTION OF FAMILY SATISFACTION--

are significant in equation 10 and equations 11 and 12, respectively. ENFAC5 is

significant in equation 12.

d.

The relationships of VOL and SKL to the probability to extend are positive, as

expected, the latter statistically significant in equation 11. AGE is unexpectedly

positive, but is not significant.

It is interesting to add that the Army has recommended that the monthly

installment bonus for SIMOS be increased from $50 to $80 (Army Times, 14 January,

1985). While this is an appropriate policy, this research suggests that a lump sum bonus

would result in even larger increases in extensions in Europe.

23
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TABLE 7

LOGISTIC REGRESSIONS FOR ENLISTED: MONTHLY INSTALLMENT BONUSES
(Chi-Square Statistics are in Parentheses)

(N " 282)

Equation 10 Equation II Eqaution 12
Statistic Bonus = $50 Bonus = $100 Bonus = $200

_.Probability to Extend .09 .21 .46

R2 .37 .32 .27

a.ia Coe ff1icient s

Intercept -27.61* -17.99* -14.55-
(19.09) (25.83) (31.08)

ENFAC1 .06" .09" .05
(2.63) (8.14) (4.64)

ENFAC2 .15" .01 .02
(2.96) (0.1 2) (.6) " .

E. .03 .09 .05

(.17) (3.72) (2.44)

ENFAC4 .01 -. 03 -. 00
(.02) (1.33) (.11)

ENFAC5 .04 .03 .06
(.32) (.5) (2.67)

AGE .06 -. 25 -. 21 '
(.05) (1.82) (2.22)

V0 L .57 .21 .12
(2.02) (.35) (.17)

SKL .13 .54" .26
(.28) (2.59) (.9 2)

*Significant at the .01 level. -. 4

* *Significant at the .05 level.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The factor analysis of the 43 correlated variables as well as results of the

multivariate logistic equations revealed that job satisfaction and satisfaction with family "

life were the most important determinants in the decision of officers and enlisted "

personnel to extend their European tours. SPOUSAL PERCEPTIONS OF FAMILY

SATISFACTION were particularly important for enlisted personnel, and to a lesser

extent, their own perceptions of COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITIES AND SUPPORT. The

use of these factors and other significantly correlated variables in a logistic model

resulted in the following conclusions and policy implications:

Programs that improve SATISFACTION with JOB and FAMILY LIFE could

increase extension probabilities.

Both instalment and lump sum bonuses are cost-effective relative to PCS costs.

Lump sum bonuses are cost effective relative to monthly instalment bonuses.

" Initiate a policy of lump sum bonuses of $2,000 for enlisted servicemen if their .,.

required extension probability is .47 and increase it to $3,000 if the required

probability is .66.

• Initiate a policy of lump sum bonuses of $2,000 for officers if the required

probability of extension is .47 and of $3,000 if the required probability is .64. . -

Adopt a policy of relatively higher amounts of bonuses to servicemen who are

older or are assigned to combat units.

Expand the orientation program to educate spouses of enlisted personnel using

the German postal (telephone) system to enhance communication.
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APPENDIX A

THE ARMY FAMILIES IN EUROPE SURVEY, 1983

1.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE SURVEY

The Army Families In Europe Survey, 1983, was administered to a sample military

personnel in Germany who were accompanied by their families. Only eight responses

were obtained from families whose military member was female. The responses from

these eight families were not Included in the final data set, and all analyses deal only

with responses from male military members and their spouses.

The questionnaires were administered in seven German communities -- Amberg,

Bad Hersfeld, Eschborn, Hellbron, Heidelberg-Scwetzingen, Schweinfurt, and Stuttgart.

These locations were selected by military experts on the basis of the size of the military

community involved (small, medium, and large) and the type of military unit (combat,

combat support, and combat service support)* The surveys were administered to military

members in grade/rank E1-E9, Wl-W3, and 01-06.

Participation in the study was strictly voluntary. Questionnaires were completed

.11anonymously. Responses of the military members and their spouses were later matched '"

using a precoded but random questionnaire Identification number printed on both answer

forms. The military members and their spouses were asked to complete the survey

independently without consulting each other. The instructions on the first page of the

survey noted In six different languages that anyone who could not read English should

notify the survey team who would then obtain translation assistance for the respondent.

The completed survey was to be returned within 24 hours.

The surveys contained Items regarding demographic and background information

and several scales of indices containing from three to 32 individual Items. The Military

-.. 31
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Member and Spouse surveys contained both common and unique demographic and

background items as well as scales. Questions on Intentions to extend the tours, based on

the proposed bonus amounts, were included in a section on the present and future plans. S

The same set of questions was administered to both the servicemen and their spouses,

except for the fact that the spouses were asked specific additional questions on their

social and economic lifestyles. The number of expected unique responses on each of the

surveys were 475. The two questionnaire sets are included in Appendix B. "

A total of 1,227 questionnaires were distributed. Of those, 1,052 (86%) were .'

returned to the survey team. Only 16 (1.5%) of the surveys returned were unusable for
various reasons. An additional 24 families (2%) did not provide the rank Information

., needed to perform the separate analyses required for rank subsamples. "

a.,.

2.0 STATISTICAL REPRESENTATIVENESS

The total number of surveyed families was 1,227, of which 1,002 returned usable .-.

questionnaires containing rank information. Table Al presents the distributions of the

survey sample, all married and accompanied soldiers In Europe, and all married soldiers

in the U.S. Army as a whole.

The distribution of enlisted grades for the survey sample was not significantly

different from the total USAREUR married and accompanied distribution, but it was

significantly different from the total U.S. Army married distribution. The significant
....-

difference between the sample distribution and the total Army distribution is easily

understandable since most enlisted personnel In the grades El and E2 are in training In

Continental United States. Additionally, E3 personnel are not generally command- ,-

sponsored In USAREUR and are therefore less likely to be accompanied by their families.

For officers, the results of the significance tests were reversed. The distribution

of the survey sample of officers differed significantly from the USAREUR married and

32
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accompanied officer distribution, but It did not differ significantly from the total Army

married officer distribution.

Since the number of warrant officers in the survey sample was very small (17 or 1.7

percent), we left them out of the significance tests for representativeness of the sample

but included them with the sample of officers for the multivariate analysis.

The overall percentages of enlisted men (82.5) and officers (15.8) In the survey

sample were not significantly different from either the USAREUR married and

accompanied distribution or the total Army married distribution.

Four of the six tests for sample difference produced non significant (p > .05) values

of chi-square. It should be noted that the samples being tested are extremely large

(Enlisted married and accompanied USAREUR = 50,234; Officer married and .

accompanied USAREUR =8,350; Enlisted married, total Army = 313,663; Officer

married, total Army a 59,654). Large samples such as these tend to produce statistically

significant differences even when apparent differences are quite small. In light of both

these considerations we conclude that the survey sample of 1,002 can be considered
-, S

representative of both the USAREUR (married and accompanied) and the total Army

(married) populations.

S~ -%
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APPENDIX TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE SAMPLE OF SURVEYED FAMILIES WITH THE U.S. ARMY U.U)

IN EUROPE AND THE U.S. ARMY PROFILE

Sample USAEUR Total
Married Married U.S. Army

Accompanied Accompanied Married

Rank Number 9 Total Number 96 Total Number 96 Total

Enlisted: El 1 .1 36 .1 9.196 2.3
E2 3 .3 212 .3 9.707 2.5
E3 3S 3.S 1,553 2.5 20,807 5.4
E4 173 17.3 10.2 6 1.9 66.702 17.3

Non-Commissioned
O fficers:

E 230 23.1 14,944 24.S 63,659 21.7' .

E6 204 20.4 12,752 20.9 66.42 17.3
E7 125 12.5 7,491 12.3 41,29S 10.7
ES 44 4.4 2,336 3.3 12,010 3.1
E9 12 1.2 574 .9 3,S4S .9

SUB-TOTAL (827) (62.S) (50.234) (62.3) (313.663) (81.5)

Warrant
Officers: Wi 3 .3 329 .5 1,954 .S

W2 9 .9 1,140 1.9 4,606 1.2
W3 5 .S 762 1.2 3,507 .9
W4 0 .0 226 .4 1.305 .3

SUB-TOTAL (17) (1.7) (2,459) (4.0) (11,374) (2.2)',A'

Officers: 01 S .S 333 .5 4,239 1.1
02 13 1.3 1,297 2.1 6,496 1.7
03 S4 S.4 3,24S S.3 19,916 S.2-
04 4S 4.5 1,678 3.1 14,S39 3.8
05 30 3.0 1.139 1.9 10,141 2.6
06 11 1.1 458 .6 4,323 1.1

SUB-TOTAL (156) (1S.8) (8,350) (13.7) (59,6S4) (15.5)

TOTAL 1,002 100 61,043 100 384,664 100

Source: H. I. McCubln and J. M. Patterson (1983). One Thousand Army Families: Strengths, Copin& .q

and Support, report prepared by University of Minnesota for the Deputy Chief of Staff. U.S. Army
Europe, October, Table 2, p. 46.
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ARMY FAMILY PROFILE' 0
STRENGTHS AND COPING"

* Families in Europe Survey-

Faiyfor this survey moans: A married couple living together in
USAREUR/SETAF. with or without children.-

CONFIDENTIALITY This survey Is confidential. NO name or social security number is needed.-
This questionnaire Is designed to gather personal Information about Army family strengths-
and coping in USAREUR/SETAF. Participation in this survey is strictly voluntary. No names or
personal identification codes will be used. No individual or family will ever be Identified. Your
responses wilt be grouped with those of other families and only. group data will be identified.
You are encouraged to provide complete and accurate Information in the interest of this-
project which is designed to support families. Honesty is very Important. There will be no-
effect on family members for not providing'all or any part of the information. The University-
of Minnesota has been asked to conduct this study and to prepare the report. -

Do youmrad English? If. not, please let "US" know immediatelyl-

Lesen Sic Englisch? Wenn nicht bitte informieren Sie uns sofart.-

Sa leggers 'inglese? So no. perfavore. ce lo communichi immediatemente.-

d~af~ g -j I~11~4?o~it 4~I -~~I'~I -i o-yJ[~4

Xin hoiliOng ( bi) bi~t tiing My kh~ng? Niu kh6ng bift. xin cho chuing t~l bit*t ngay.-

iWd. lee el espaAol? Si no. favor de informarnos inmediatamente.-

MARKING INSTRUCTIONS .

0 MAKE HEAVY BLACK MARKS THAT COMPLETELY FILL IN RESPONSE CIRCLES.-
INCORRECT MARKS CORRECT MARKS-

q&0000
. ERASE ALL CHANGES CLEANLY AND COMPLETELY.-

4. *-MAKE NO STRAY MARK ANYWHERE ON THIS FORM.-
* MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER PER QUESTION UNLESS OTHERWISE INSTRUCTED TO-

DO SO. -eti
. DO NOT staple, fold. or tape, any part of this booklet.-

ot.1im owed to too~.~. . eem60. A ..ey.NbIfd %41 .e lt. "tafte iS. this..n .. i," def thi 04.&s "o ."T

EM 014 1w"e" " eOe~emeUEO O OO 0094o
1 00T MARK 00N TIlS AREA 00 94-

INIC ?.- 10@1. 0A410 1691 -321 0 1114tthi-6sfqy I4M...t

0 %~ .1*
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AreV yognAtw yervica Member ",ow.
Ila.pes TOP. TWOe is the Wrog 0Yet 0 No S. NUMBER aif times meried:-

boke elu tOa0 1. first marriage 02 03 04 0 a

% 1. Yeur SE: 0 Male Q Femnale 10. Were you ever a member of the American Armed Forces? -o %~ %
0 Yves ONo Se

2. our AGE: 0 1720Oyars 0 1-40OYears sal
Q 21.26years 0 41 .60ears 11. Were Youa mlltery brat QYes ONO M
0 2S-30OYears 061+ m

12. Are you enrolled in en aducatlenaf program NOW? - I

X. Your highest level at formal EDUCATION: Imark ene) 0 No. not enrolled
0 Yea. high school equivelency IGED) see5

0 Grade school 0 Yes. colege classe in USAREUR/SETAF sale
0 sorm high 0&hoo 0 Yea, tra or vocationel Oias in USAREUIVSETAF Sa
0 High school graduate 0 Ye, trade or vocational correspondence course&s
o High school equivelency IGEDI 0 Yea, ether Sao Some catleg So
0 C~lleroduale
0 Trade of vocational school
0 Some graduate school m a.'

o Graduate degree IS. Are you employed for pay NOW? -

0 Yes, pert time 0 Yes, full time 0 No PE r
3. What RACIAL or ETHNIC GROUP do you consider Yourself1111 ;

a mei,~ 7i1714. If you ARE EMPL.OYED NOW. what type of work are you -o Slack. Afro-American doing? rea
Q Spanish or Latin American. Chicano. Puerto Rican. Cuban. 0 Not employed now 0 Skilled trade No-

H.Spertic Teache Q sales NOW~o Oriental. Asian American 0 Physician or nurse 0 Managerial- %
O Native Amarican. Indian. Alaskan. Hewaiian 0 Other profeeauonal 0 Technical . .*'ao White. Caucauian 0 Clerical 0 Other %

0 Other ra
16. If you ARE EMPLOYED NOW what ie the most important -_

9 Whet COUNTRY woe. you borm tin? Meason you ae working? (Mark one.)-
o Unied States 0 Other European country 0 Not employed 0 To keep busy m

a - . 0 K o r e a 0 ~P h i l i p p i n e s 0 T ohe p a y t e b l s0 T g t o u t o f t h e h o u s e - i * i i q

0 Vietnam 0 ConISuhAeia0Totpmcaer 0F y" semNo
0 Germany 0 Japan 0 Fo pearsonal satisf action Wa

.5. 0 Italy 00ter
5/. 16. If you are NO- EMPLOYED NOW what would you say Is Maie "

41. Your RELIGIOUS preference: the moat Important reason? (Mark one.) ON

0 Protestant 0 Letter Day saints, 0 1 am employed now Ma
0 Catholic 0 Other 0 Am looking, but cannot find a job-
0 Jewish 0 None 0 Children need my full time care-
0 Moslemi 0 No available child cara ONE.

a. Child care is too expensive m
7. How often de you ATTEND church/synagogue services? 0 Transportation difficulties- a

S0Sevra times a week 0 Several times a year 0 My spouse doesn't want me to work Seaf~
0 Every weeok Q Infraqtuently or never 0 Need further education/training to ge ajob Ga
0 Several times a month 0 Other Sol

8. LENGTH of present marriage:-
0 Less than I Year 0 11-14 years Gas.

P* 1-3 years 0QIS-18 years

0 4-6years 19+ years see

-~0 7-10___years___Woe_

it..
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0 0. ots034vw

INORC MARKS CRETMARKS 0 6 months-I year 0 45 years

0000@ 0000 0 -2 Vews 0 6-6years i
M MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER PIER GUESTION 0 23yas0 6 years or more of~a

- MAKE NO STRAY MARKS23
- ERASE ALL CHANGES CLEANLY AND COMPLETELY 23. How many tours of duty to USAREURISETAF have you

- -E PO M N ace. wan your spouse on (5Icud this tourl I

saw iPA T 0 1this .gfirst four 02 03 04 05 0eor

sa 17. Were you employed JUST BEFORE you coa to 24. After Your militery, spouse left for USAREUR/SETAF did"f- USAREUR/SETAF? 0 yes 0 No you (and your family) weit in the U.S. BEFORE coming to %.
-USAREUR/SETAF?%

as14. Of you WERE EMPLOYED BEFORE COMING HERE wh.at 0 Family didn't wait in the U.S. we came same lime as military
Wa type of work d1d you do? itefbefar~s

ws0 Was net employed 0 SkMied 11ad111 0 Lasu than I month
wa 0 Teseher O04le6 0 1-3 months
m 0 Physician or nurse 0 Monsgerw 03-6 mnh

sa 0 Other profesionali 0 Tedtnics 0 6.9 months
re 0 Clerical 0Other 0 ove 6 months

'A 2g 14o Iolong did you (and your familly) have to waftin
- UIRUiSETAP foir permanent housing?

Mail idnot h" towait 0 3-4 months
""Il. Are you currently working as avolunteer (*.g0. scout LothnImth 0:1 4-5 moth

wal leader. OVA etc.)bt nUAERSTF 0 1-2 months 056mnh
11111- Oo 0. Yo.1-6husprwo 2-3mnh v6mnh
Win Q Yes. I-.6 hours per week 0 Yes. 16-20 hours per week 04

-- 0 Yes. 6-10 hours per week 0 Yes, 21 hours or more per 26. Do you have a USAREUR/SETAF drives license?
sa week 0 Yes 0 No 1%J

"20. Please mark ALL the volunteer organlstions you have 27. Do you or your ispous have a car in USAREUR/SETAF?
- worked with 04 are working with here in USAREUR/SETAF? Ys Oo

wa 0 No volunteer work 0 PTA or school related
all 0 Army Community Service 0 Dependent Youth Actviie 26. Do you have a valid Power of Attorney in USAREUR/
wa (ACSi (OYAJ SETAF? 0 Yes 0 No 4

sa 0 Thrift Shop 0 German-American Club I - Impossible".
IT 0 Pod Cross/Grey Lady 0 Kontaktt 2 - Very difficulty Lo
m 0 Wives Club 0 Teaching religious or Bible 3 - Difficult e:P

11111 0 Unit Acitivites classs 116 ~ i- 5

Q Bay Scouts/Cubs Octoi . . ARK O%9 ANSWER liti 0415T05 4m A
1111 0 Girl Scouts/Brownies/ 0 Aftar Guild. Liturgist Usher at Now EASY is It for you to
1111 Campfire church get to:
ME 0 Other 29. PX and Commissary 0 (2) Q) 0

-________________________________________ 30. American Medical/
- ~Dental sievices0 0 0 0

"51. Be g to SAREUR/SETAF. were you working in 31. German or Italian stores ( 0 E))a Vout eccty, (e.g. Sout Goder. Army Community 22. German or Italian
- service$)? Medical/Dental services 0 Q)0

A - O0No 4

Gs0 yea. 1 .5 hours per weak 33. Do you think NED will protein your family In case of
wa 0 Yes. 1.-10 hours p..r wa'conflict'? OvYes %.
wa 0Oyes. I11-15 hours per week ONO 14
410 0 Yeis. 16-20 hours per weeok C Never heard of NEO 5

-a 0 yes,.21 hours ofmoresper week l

'% -4A
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D - DIAGE

SA - STRONGLY DIAGREE ~
vARK~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ONL ON NWE E GET

theOAm CTMS fORREC MARKS...................................... A GE 0
1i beow that SA- woe'TRONGLbsialYAGhREEe......................... e

he usbn shldhae the foloig ittm ns wtey in "mtof yh motn eiinnour family......0 C n
11 wf Ihoe pra onflimt oretw l s n our family .ed wadte femel cneedt the Isn o qth e n tha we

I out famity cafe tt we l plan som sadvsabu fotrt mitr assignments 1ho he re Ary. .............. 4 ass6
S it bt fw wrighe husband should hdv the sonal wormInunt of hh motatdcsonsehnour femsl.....4 as th 11101

ned .................................................................................... 9 ® ® 43

-. Smv family end I are unsure whether we will stay in or leave the Army...........................4 ® ato--

10 -1 ot maesplanning for family members'educalbon and worf almost impose ble ............ (A I as

14OI f aml i nsure when our Active Duty member will be home or be gone,...................... 3 ® ® 9
eSO tct n family schedules are always up in the air because of frequent TD~s. long woft 6. . %

A~1 Too orm marige its members and ther families Justly end foely..........................................-
IS Wen oumrne famil wife should be more willing to go along with the husband's wishes...........4 0 0. 0. -. %

14Wo u aiyfeces problems we do not like to take any help from friends. relatives and the Na ~
communsty...............................................................................4 0 0 6 A :1

19 Do farily shares a commitment to the lifestyle and mission of the Army........................4 C9 CO G CA
20 Evesn if the wife works outside the home, she should still be responsible for running the 401

hou$ehold................................................................................4 ® 6 -
21 When we face problems In our family, we have the ability to look on the brighter side of things ... C., on 6 - '
22 We axpect members of our family to solve their own Problems end nah turn to each ether for se-

help..................................................................................... 1 E

13 Fat us. the husband's occupation is always regarded as more Important than the wife's ............ 6 00 0. 6 -
24 The Army roally does take care of its families and wants me to be all that we can be ............... 43 0 0 4
2S Ou' family members have a deep commitment to each other and feel that family life is very-

Wa"Iptent ......................................................... ® 6
24 In Our marriage, the husband is the leader of our family........................................4 09(E 0 6 - ,

21 1 en though being In the Army creates hardships for us. the Army makes every effort to help
u: understand why ............................................................................. ~ 0 0 6 so-P

is w-thin our family, we have fair snd! just rules that keep things funnin smoothly .................. 4 0 43 -'
2: If that* are Iwerel young children, the wife should not work outside the home ................... 4 '( 0 3
30 There 00n way that being In the Army can ever be good for our family..........................4 0 (. 3) -

-i

4100
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I so STOL DISAGREE
- ________ SO:STRGL DISAGREE

0- INCORRECT MARKS CORRECT MARKS NS - NOT SURE
0006O 0000 A -AGREE

a. - MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER PER QUESTION SA - STRONGLY AGREE

- MAKE NO STRAY MARKS .

- ERASE ALL CHANGES CLEANLY AND COMPLETELY

- 0 ~ O0

Ples Indicate how much you agre witha each of the following statements about : :.
INS LIf Iaden emergency, evenp pople I do not knew in this comnmunity would be

willlnto help...................................@
NE 2. 1 fel good about myself when I sacrifice esd give time and energy to members

- of my family...............................................................0 0 G 0
-4. The things I do for members af my family and they do for me make, me feel pert

ofa this very Important group.................................................0 0
- S. People here know they can got help from the community If they are In trouble ... @ CA0 ®

411 S. I have friends who let me know they value who I em Ond what I -m do .......... 0 0
*-E 7. No one could be happler then our family when we are together .................. 0 0 0 

010 - . People can depend on each ethe In this cemmunity...........................0 0
001 3. Members of my family seldom listen to my probleme or concems; I uasually

.0 010 feel criticized..............................................................0 0 0 0 0
-4 10. My friends in this community are a pert of my everyday activities ................ 0

1.t1. There *to times when family members do things that make other members 0 ®

12 I. 1 need to be vary careful how mauch I do for my friends beaeuse they take ®

-13. Living In this community gives me a secure feeling ............................. 0 0 0 03 0
as 14. The members af my family make en effort to show their love and eflectIon for

- me ................ I......................................................0 0 0 0
as 15. There Is a feeling in this community that people should not get too friendly

- with each other ........................................................... 0 0 0 0
So IS. We feel our. family Is a perfect $woo*es........................................0 0 0 0 0
Ga 17. This is net a very good community to bring children up in ...................... 0 0 0 0 0

P ao- Is. I feel secure that I am as Important to my friends a* they sre to me...............0 0 0 04
A5 Ha 19. Familfy Melmbers always understand each other completely.....................0 0 0 0
L - 20. My role is this community Is to be active a"d invelved . . .............. 0 0

-a 21. I havs some very close friends outside the family who I know really care for
011 me and love me ........................................................... 0 060 0

'a -10 22. Membor(s) of my family do not seem to understand me; I feel taken for granted. %
N, 22. I feel useful in this community .............................................. 0

1% ass 24. I don't feel my friends are very henest with me when I ask for their comnments
- about the things rve done..................................................0

2S. We always feel a great deal of love and affection for each ether .................. 0 0
aHa

aVa
aPO
aor

% %
P.- A.-.A



. -7 ,7 V ~W".- -

____ -NO 3 - YES. 810 PROBLEM SMAL ~ N

_____ 2 - ~YES. SMALL PROBLEM NC - NO CHILDREN PROS- PO-CID

I L M L M EN

Wrng the 12 MONTH PERIOD BEFORE coigto USAREURISETAF did any of the following

appen in vo family?I Family member app04190d to hOve emotional p r obsl........... m.........j)
2, Family member appeared 20 depend on alcoho.l Of drugs ..........................

SRemarried Ond/or added a chil to the family ........................ CD (z) D
4Child member became p r e g na.......................... ............ 8

p I. Pucedt o parent a cbooe r.......... t....................................... C 0D CD a

prole D ea h f bad' folw in' pareatse rcoerltv ................... 0(
I. LOng drean ara of oril d amag .. o.h.. ld.. b.. g.g...or..ho....hold ....o .d............ Ci) CD D

113toidetsof xtemean e tledrepyia gbeet tha il ....ected ................. CD CD 0i

14, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i getting mebrwsarse pl a dr.. vers...license ............................ 0 D C 8

16.Fail coflctove weterto sta finn pr eaet houing..........................C D D 8

and/or3 frqun s 81tn PRO LE fail dMAe to0 fNlO ~ C

0 ~ N NO AN. CH.ILDR ENt NOLAEM WL

L ~Og t o SARERONTSEatyouwade a reve you nowERIE F be ow douth lolo

thLog eyi aeria or amlage......................... goods............ ... CD D
puCstbfoin dgtig sermany wore grterthen.......................... . .. C 0 CD
3. id ot ot aidan tim e p n system.............................................. ) 0 C D C
4. oudnt otorhodIog elcun ettim g endrie' lws...... .......................... .C CD CD C
S.postaliffitumty.w.th.o.t.ining.a.to.........u..a..p.r.o pas inap CD

"gswig ac).....................................................................C DDCi

duy TY ec.......................................................................DC DC

9.Lann h agaeadsca utmsoemn fIay..........

110 erigtetlpoead rnprainsse sbr ............. 
) (

Le rnn tetrficl wsan eg ltin h t ......................40 (
More ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q thnoemv eoegtigPraethuig..............G S

%
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- ~ I - MUCH WORSE than lost assignment

-INCORRECT MARKS CORRECT MARKS 2 - JUST AS BAD as last assignment
-Q(~ 0 ~) .... 3 - JUST AS 000D as last assignment ..-

- MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER PER QUESTION 4 - MUCH BErTER then lest assignment
Ma MAKE NO STRAY MARKS NA - NOT APPLICABLE %

as ERASE ALL CHANGES CLEANLY AND COMPLETELY

as Compered to life in your lest ah fiment before coming MUCH WORSE JUST AS GAD JUST AS 0000 MUCH4 BETTER NOT
- to Europa. how Is LIFE NOW n USAEUR/IETAF? TH4AN AS A HN APIAL

m 1. Your present housing............................. (D
m 2. Your present neighborhood ........................ 00

- 4. Commissary.........................................0 0 0E)
6 . Child cart; services............................... 00

So 6. Medical/dental services.............................0 i
SI 7. Cost of living.................................... 00 i0

I . Being able to travel around and see, new place .. 0 0 %
m 9. Opportunity to set out with th, family end friends. 0 G0 0) 8

Sa 10. Quality of Army Community Service program ...... 0 0G0
11. Quality of recreation programs (theatres. gyms.

- crafts. etc.) ..................................... 0 0 0
- 12. Chances for spouse to find a job....................0 0 000
- 13. Quality of childrens education ...................... 0 0 00

ME 14. Chlldran' happiness................................ 00 i00
.e15. Spouse's happiness.................................0

m 16. Military member's satisfaction with his/her job ... 0i 0 0
ass 17. Amount of time parents have with their children .. 0 0 G) 6

- I. Fear of military member going to war ................ 0 0 G 0G0
Ga 13. Youth activitis.....................................0 E)00
as 20. Fear that family members will be 'Caught' lt a

- war ................................................ 0
- 21. Use of NCO/Officers' Club ........................... 0(i000

-s 22. Quality and number of friendships ................... 0 G
* 23. Number of financial problems ........................ 0 G
ss24. Amountof crime ................................... 0 0 0 0 e

ta 25. Quality of marital relationship ....................... 0 G 0G
to 26. Quality of Chaplainus progroes......................0 G 0 G0 0

-27. Quality of church/synagogue services end

activities............................................0 0 0

SRI

Mae I VERYDISSATSFDISSATISAISFID

SlHow satisfied ae you with each of the following:
Ga 1. Your family lie in USAREUR/SETAF.................................0 G E

L 2 Army life (job. misaion. rules. etc.) In USAREUR/SIETAF.............0 0 00C
- 3. Your housing In USAREUR/SETAP ................................ 0

41 I



2 1 ALMOST NEVER-

2 -ONCE IN AWH4ILE Se

INCORRECT MARKS CORRECT MARKS 3 -SOMETIMES
000 4 -FREQUENTLY Ga

MARK ONLY ONE ANlS WER PER QUESTION -ALOTAWY-

MAKCE No STRAY MARKS-

ERASE ALL CHANGES CLEANLY ADO COMPLETELY GE

(a 0

indcala the response that best describe your present family situation.
I Family members feel very close to each other.....................................(i
2 in solving problems, the chIldren's suggestions arei followed ...................... 0 (D G) 0
3 Discipline is fair In our family....................................................0 0D D 0 0
4. Family members go along with what the family decide* to do ..................... 0 (0 0G0
6It isahard to know whatthearulesaareIn our family ................................ 0 0) G G 01
6. family members avoid each ether at home ....................................... 0 G) G0 0 G
7 Family members ar* afraid to say what is on their minds .......................... 0G 0 G0 0 C.
I Children have a any in their diecipilvie............................................0 0 0 0
I We approve of each other's friends..............................................0 0 () 0 0.®

10 When problems arise we compromise ............................................ 0D 0D G 0.
ItI Out family does things together ........... ..............--...................... D 0 . 0 0.
12 Family members say what they want.........................................0 0D G 0 0) C-
13 In out family. everyone shares responsibilities.....................................0 0D 0) G C 0

i14 IAFamily members know each other's close friends..................................0
16 Ittis difficut to get arule changedIn our family ................................... 0 0 0 0 () 0
16. Our family gathers together in the same room............. ............. 0 0 0 0 0
17 Family members share Interests and hobbies together...............
IS Family members like to spend their free time with each other........... 0 0 G) 0
IS In our family, it is eay for everyone to express his/her opinion..................0 (D G 0
20. Family members are supportive of eech other during difficult times .............. 0 0G 0 0
21. Our family tries new ways of dealing with problems............................0 0D 0G 0
22. Family members feel closer to people outside the famifly then to other family

members ................................................................. 0
23 Family members pair up rather than do things as a family.......................0 0 0D
24. Each family member has input in maior famnily decisions ........................ 0 0Z G 0
26. it is easier to discuss problems with people outside the family than with other

family Members............................................................0
24. We have difficulty thinking of things to do as a family..........................0 E) 0 0 0
27 Family members consult other family members on their decisions .................. 0 0 G0 0) 0

6'.'22 In our femnity. everyone goes their own way...................................0 ) 0 0 G 0E
.21. We shift household responsibilities from person to person......................0 0 ) 0 0 0

30. Famnly members discuss problemei and feel good about the solutions ............. 0 4D0 0
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-I --CANTO IT
- 2 -HAVE PROBLEMS

- INCORRECT MARKS CORRECT MARKS 3 -OKAY

- 0 000 4 VERY WELL
- MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER PER QUESTIONS-NOCLDE
- MAKE NO STRAY MARKS
- ERASEALL. CHIANGES CLEANLY AND COMPL.ETELY CAN'T HAVE NO

00D PRO11- OKAY VEYCHILD-o
- ~ ~ht~ WELL RE

- When yoar military~r V s w from You (field assignment. TOY, detered travel.
10 MtC) how well are abl~xe to:

2. Go osdn thm coktemasofudy do Maintenance workc etc.. i 1

M-a001toein us Armyiv atttd vlasto sadyu seei ... way............ 0 r) 0
Is S. HOffe emeprtgendie (medial.n mao bry dnIousol equipment ... heft...... ...... ) (

11 aet il).. anes............................................................(i) C) Gi Gi '

Is 
... .. ..

- -WORSE THAN EXPECTED WORSE ABOUT SETTER
-2 -ABOUT WHAT WE EXPECT IED THAN WHAT WE THAN

3 B ETTER THAN EXPECTED EXPECTED EXPECTED EXPECTED

-Please COMPARE what you -EXPECTED to happen to you nod your family In
- USAREURISETAF(before you lef CNUSI with what you have actually EXPERIENCED

s ince you arrived.
- . Quality housing for family.................................................... 0 i i
40 2. Quality schools for kids ..................................................... i (D G

3 . Time for family togethernessa................................................ 0 E))C
- 4. A job Ireally liked........................................................... 0 G 0

- .Increased chances of advancement and promotion for military member ........... 0 Gi G)
- .Chance to travel in Europa .................................................. 0 G

% 7. Chance for family to enjoy and appreciate living In a foreign country............... (2) Qi) G)
% B. Quality medicall/dental ervices for famly ..................................... 0 G1 i)-

9 . Financial security and stability ........................... 0 Q)Ci

'I -COMPENSATINEP. 1CTORS

- MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER PER QUESTION I - NOT HELPFUL .
- ERASE ALL CHANGES CLEANLY AND COMPLETELY 2 -HELPFUL.

MAKE NO STRAY MARKS 32- VERYHMELP.L ~ a. ~ -

- 4-NOT APPLICABLE x -

-Howmud, didleacheofthe following help youadjust o your arrivalxpk aa inInUSAREUR/SETAF?
- .Pre-orlentation informnation, ......................................................... 0 ID ) 0

- 2. Outraponaer ...................................................................... ~ 0 0 0
as 3. Co-workers and job.................................................................0( C 0

d- 4. Neighbors ...................................... .......... ...................... o Q) 0
5 . Personal attitude .................................................................. Ci 0i (2)

- 6. Church group......................................................................0 0 CD 0
- 7. Support of spouse and family ....................................................... 0 0 C D 9
- . Previous experience................................................................0( 0 0

9 . Opportunity to travel............................................................... C C) C) 19 ~'
-10. Opportunity to live in European culture............................................... 0) 0! C
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1- -7

2.o Re LAXE O r Tt NS hav cle ew youet b he ( dN tehE en-fte0t 0saedsrieopst elns ili
rpAnsT by~h 0.cn aynmealnthbawhcsescoetthow ngr have yoou en? (aDURING THE PAST MONTH.

EXAMPLE:___NOT __CO __________a ___ ,__ VERY CNCR MAKOEASE PERR AQU STIN so

1. Now coucheneRGY. Pored abtT Y haue YEALT heft yo-.Hwo aeyube?(UIGTEPS N

(~ DURING THE PAST MON1.Hwsa1aeyu en1DRIGTEPS MONTH EN-1

Nosrey eryNOTE AAD AVEAY
at as Concerned@ ENERG0000002ETICAA

4. How DRESSXED or HEER have you been? (DURING .HwHNENDoEWRIDhv ouba bu h
TPAST MONTHI6 HEAwT OFgr haNOeR FAMIL MMBE? (DURING T hE PAS MOT)al

04'S~o®0®00000@ CS4JL NOT ANcernY AWRYS-

t e

. WHro yu lERY now , (closest c ouniyo? e

0t am 0w0e ()urt 0 Bad HersD ol 0 .cei ra

"I Yat 0o NtSAD0it

gaveour mDlERyE eou CEnoFUghav m o ey? (DRN Y.HwCNEND0 ORE es ) o b e abu tho -s

rTa HE sPouS to NH HEAend hOFhe prAn o eeb SAERSTI 2mnh? NOTHCIER I LKLY ER?(DUIN TE -

PRSS AEFU snetTm bencrne efV000EaRhYn S er1-onhetnle i
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a Ai @0ne0(ti()(ne bonus-. as8000stte n fyu 2mot seso........

0 n rg 0tts an 0dasnn che eve................................® CD C @a1 - ,-.
12 The ryweau prvd th Biiay mebfelad 0~ Vei c ebea Ih are

2. Desr military spouswa e iven t etnd t reeni st) br1onhse in een a ou loeInbARU

3. Regardles your milita vry membrtie plan for exltarnsous rreening doshe you se t his/h rasgn here in USAREUR/ it Wa

he/TAF wer gd n f thsher armcre r? Yes 0 Not sue N

4 I. Wlacekoetigta ould so your family to encouragn your mltr spouse to extend his/her present tour. heeI-SRUIEA fteAm N

gav Fyour reasonsy spus Jobug lyou( r eans 0 e ot Irsure -N

-- Mrvso" o xted isho peset ow hrein SAEUIS0 Persoa reasonts? 0 Mo- reaon COSIE HeT h LI sL galEng ouTEN as

Th Am wud a yu mltayspus 600 prmot f 2 eth ... (DU.-e
% 6.TheArm woud py y ur ilitry poue $100.0 pr m nth or 2 m nth ... 0 (2 sa

7.TeA ywudpa ormltr pa 200 e onhfr1 ots... D( a

ILAoatra ou f$00.0a wado o 2mnt xeakn..... a

9 A ne-ime onu of$200.00at te ed o Vow12-enthexlnei .......... D ( so
10 n-ieb" f$000 tteada ea 1ot xeso ..... ( )( a
11roAm 5-poietemltr mme n l a iymme$woa

ft i/e AEREURDadrtckt oapito e braini h
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nk THANK YOU FOR

COMPLETING THE

QUESTIONNAIRE
PLEASE GO BACK-

TO BE ABSOLUTELY

SURE THAT YOU :

HAVE ANSWERED EACH-

AND EVERY QUESTION

PROPERLY.
.. , %' %

INCORRECT MARKS CORRECT MARKS

-:.

861007(D)
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